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Abstract

Research on oxytocin (OT) has revealed a substantial involvement of this neuropeptide in social 

cognition processes and attachment behavior.

The rationale of the present project was to decipher the differential role of OT in basic social 

cognition processes towards non-erotic attachment stimuli vs. reproduction-related stimuli in 

human subjects.

In a randomized double-blind repeated-measures cross-over design, N = 82 participants were 

investigated twice and received either intranasal OT or placebo at the first assessment followed by 

placebo or OT at second assessment. Participants were presented with standardized pictures of 

parent-child dyads, romantic couples engaging in non-erotic or explicit sexual activities, and non-

social pictures while we assessed pupil dilation and eye focus on specific pre-defined areas of 

interest. Multilevel analyses suggest that during the initial presentation, OT increased pupil 

dilation towards all categories of stimuli and led the eye focus towards the eyes and body regions, 

followed by a strong decrease in pupil dilation and fixations at the second session. These carry-

over effects indicate that hormonal treatment at an initial contact to social stimuli can determine 

how these stimuli are processed later. These results might have implications for OT as a treatment 

in interventions with repeated exposure to social material.
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Introduction

Our social interactions are natural consequences of what we perceive in our everyday social 

life (Dijksterhuis and Bargh, 2001) and are determined by our previous experiences, 

attitudes and interests. Therefore, appropriate social perception is the predisposition for 

adequate social behavior and is often impaired in clinical conditions such as autism 

(Auyeung et al., 2015). While in rodents and other non-primate mammals, social perception 

is mostly dependent on their high sensitive olfactory sensory system, primates’ brains 

specialized during evolution on the visual sensory system. Comparing primate species, the 

number of neurons in the visual system is positively correlated with the social group in 

which the species typically lives. With humans living in the largest group sizes, this is a 

further indicator for the substantial role of the visual basis of social information processing 

in the human brain (Barton, 1998). When analyzing neural response patterns to visual 

stimuli, research distinguishes between bottom-up processes (driven by means of physical 

salience of stimuli) and top-down processes (driven by cognitive and emotional processes) 

(Itti and Koch, 2001). The latter have been shown to be modulated through the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC), cingulate and amygdala (Gamer, Schmitz, Tittgemeyer, & 

Schilbach, 2013; Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009). More precisely, frontal top-down control 

is assumed to regulate more indirect sympathetic arousal states that translate into 

coordinated response initiation (Moresi et al., 2008; Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Johnsrude, 

Versfeld, & Kramer, 2014).

Neurobiological research on the neuropeptide oxytocin (OT) has already proven its 

substantial involvement in socio-emotional cognition processes and suggests that OT 

modulates the underlying amygdala-driven networks in particular (Eckstein et al., 2017; 

Preckel, Scheele, Eckstein, Maier, & Hurlemann, 2015). On the one hand, basic social 

cognition, such as memory for social contents and socio-emotional learning (Cardoso, 

Orlando, Brown, & Ellenbogen, 2014; Eckstein et al., 2015; Hurlemann et al., 2010; 

Unkelbach, Guastella, & Forgas, 2008) are modulated by OT. On the other hand, OT seems 

to be involved in more complex social bonding processes, such as empathy (Abu-Akel, 

Palgi, Klein, Decety, & Shamay-Tsoory, 2015) and couple interaction (B. Ditzen et al., 

2009; Hurlemann and Scheele, 2016). The establishment of social bonds requires healthy 

social cognition processes. To then maintain a stable bond seems to depend on the 

interaction of OT and reward-related (i.e. dopamine-driven) processes in the brain (Bosch et 

al., 2016; Skuse and Gallagher, 2009). Substantial research on the time-dynamics and the 

neuroendocrine systems underlying the social bonding process has been done in rodents and 

non-human primates (Amadei et al., 2017; Cavanaugh, Mustoe, Taylor, & French, 2014; 

Johnson and Young, 2015). This research suggests an effect of OT on sexual approach 

behavior and pair bonding but also parental bonding, which is mediated through the 

interaction of OT, dopamine and serotonin in specific brain regions (e.g. the nucleus 
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accumbens) (Johnson and Young, 2017; Numan and Young, 2016; Rilling and Young, 2014). 

In monogamous prairie voles, for example, OT promotes reproductive behavior which is 

followed by subsequent pair bonding (Borrow and Cameron, 2012). Oxytocin not only 

facilitates approach to a potential partner and pair bonding behaviors, but also plays an 

essential role in non-sexual social recognition (Ferguson et al., 2000; Oettl et al., 2016; 

Scheele et al., 2012) and infant bonding in sheep (Keverne and Kendrick, 1992).

In humans, research using OT nasal spray suggests attachment- and bonding-relevant 

influences of central nervous system OT in parent-child bonding and adult couple 

relationships. More specifically, OT enhanced social behavior to support parent-infant 

bonding (Weisman, Zagoory-Sharon, & Feldman, 2012) and improved positive behavior 

during an instructed couple interaction task (Ditzen et al., 2009, 2012). Intranasal OT 

stimulated the reward system when viewing the partner’s face (Scheele et al., 2013) and 

increased the self-reported intensity of sexual experiences during instructed sexual activities 

(Behnia et al., 2014; Burri, Heinrichs, Schedlowski, & Kruger, 2008; Veening, De Jong, 

Waldinger, Korte, & Olivier, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). Genetic analyses have revealed 

associations of OT receptor gene polymorphisms with adult pair bonding behavior (Walum 

et al., 2012) and most recently added evidence to the environmental influences on epigenetic 

modifications of the OT system (Feldman, Monakhov, Pratt, & Ebstein, 2016).

Notably, while OT seems specifically involved in social as compared to non-social processes 

(cognition, emotional responses and behavior), possible differences depending on the type of 

social bond have not been investigated extensively. Also, species-specific characteristics in 

social functioning limit the translation of non-human data to humans with pair bonding in 

animals being almost always combined with sexual reproduction, while this is not 

necessarily true for humans. This precise analysis of different relationship types is 

particularly relevant when focusing on the neurobiological mechanisms of mental disorders 

with involvement of the RDoC domain “social processes” (NIMH, RDoC, https://

www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc/index.shtml). Here, with the question of how 

impairment in early-life social relationships will affect adult relationships central, it would 

be important to learn whether the same neurobiological processes are involved in different 

types of bonding relationships. Neuroendocrine theories on attachment and bonding propose 

a refined interplay of central nervous neuropeptides (e.g. OT, vasopressin), neurotransmitters 

(serotonin, dopamine) and steroids (e.g. estradiol, cortisol, testosterone) in the regulation of 

attachment bonds throughout the life span (Carter, 1998; de Boer, van Buel, & Ter Horst, 

2012; Feldman, et al., 2016), both for parental attachment and pair bonding. However, while 

parent-child attachment is motivated by caregiving and characterized by asymmetric 

communication, the adult pair bond is motivated by the need for symmetric communication, 

and emotional and physical intimacy. In the current state of human research, it remains 

unclear whether OT directly and equally modulates cognition and behavior with different 

kinds of social bonding or whether OT acts on specific types or social categories of social 

bonding in specific ways.

Another central aspect which is currently unknown is the relative involvement of OT in the 

initiation vs. the maintenance of an attachment bond. Animal research has extensively 

investigated the role of OT in the formation of bonding behavior (see Insel and Young, 2001; 
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Keverne and Kendrick, 1992) with some research exploring its role in maintaining long-term 

bonds (Bosch, et al., 2016; Bosch and Young, 2017). In human research (including our own 

research), however, usually a first-time and single presentation of social vs. non-social 

material is investigated under either OT or placebo (as reviewed in Shahrestani, Kemp, & 

Guastella, 2013). This design suffers from limited validity with respect to everyday life 

social interactions and long-term attachment bonds or the daily contact with one and the 

same person. Data from clinical trials (Guastella and Hickie, 2016) suggest, that - as in 

animal studies - OT might have an immediate and initial effect when the stimulus material is 

new, however, this effect might fade with repeated stimulus presentation.

Furthermore, recent research on the modulatory role of hormones suggests long-term and 

carryover effects of these hormones on subsequent behavior (e.g. the influence of sex-

hormone levels early in the menstrual cycle on both affect and cognition at a later cycle 

phase, see (Beate Ditzen, Palm-Fischbacher, Gossweiler, Stucky, & Ehlert, 2017; Rupp and 

Wallen, 2007; Wallen and Rupp, 2010). Such effects can be identified using a repeated-

measures design.

For all kinds of social interaction, the beginning and key element is social cognition. One 

valid and powerful measure of cognition processes is eye tracking. It is an objective method 

capable of assessing unconscious information processing; neurologically also controlled by 

top-down processes. While fixation patterns provide a valid measure of attention to specific 

cues (Nummenmaa and Calder, 2009), the pupil diameter is a neurophysiological assessment 

of autonomous arousal, which can be interpreted as vigilance and interest (Bradley, Miccoli, 

Escrig, & Lang, 2008). In developmental studies and research on autism spectrum disorders, 

eye tracking towards social stimuli has been used as an evaluation of social cognition 

capacities (Auyeung, et al., 2015) with eye and face regions of social stimuli assumed to 

hold most of the informative content.

Regarding the role of OT, there appear to be some inconsistencies across studies. Some 

studies report increased eye-gaze towards socially relevant stimuli, for example, in healthy 

volunteers as well as autism spectrum patients, OT facilitates the focus towards the eyes and 

mouth in pictures of faces (Andari et al., 2010; Auyeung, et al., 2015; Guastella, Mitchell, & 

Dadds, 2008). Other studies report that this focus depends on the emotional valence (positive 

vs. negative emotional content) of the pictures (Domes, Steiner, Porges, & Heinrichs, 2013; 

Guastella, Carson, Dadds, Mitchell, & Cox, 2009) and again others failed to show a 

modulatory influence of OT on eye movements at all (Alvares, Chen, Balleine, Hickie, & 

Guastella, 2012; Domes et al., 2013; Hubble et al., 2017; Lischke et al., 2012). An OT-

induced increase in arousal towards socio-emotional stimuli of both positive and negative 

valence has been shown with eye tracking experiments and pupil dilation as an outcome 

measure (Leknes et al., 2012; Prehn et al., 2013). Pupil dilation has been interpreted as 

intensity marker of top-down attentional control (Alnaes et al., 2014) and locus coeruleus-

driven noradrenergic neuromodulation (Murphy, O’Connell, O’Sullivan, Robertson, & 

Balsters, 2014). It can, thereby, provide information on central nervous system (CNS) 

arousal regulation.
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From a methodological point of view it is important to note that all eye tracking studies on 

OT mainly used facial stimuli of portrayed persons displaying emotions rather than 

naturalistic social interaction scenes (in contrast, c.f. Rosler, End, & Gamer, 2017).

The rationale of the present project was to decipher the role of OT in basic social cognition 

processes, specifically towards bonding and sexual stimuli.

We hypothesized that intranasal OT would increase arousal towards social pictures in 

comparison to non-social pictures, as evident in pupil diameter. Moreover, OT should lead to 

increased gaze towards pre-defined areas of interest (eye region, faces) in the social pictures, 

specifically. We aimed to analyze differential effects towards specific categories of social 

bonding (namely non-erotic attachment vs. erotic stimuli).

Finally, we hypothesized more pronounced effects during the first stimulus presentation, as 

compared to repeated presentation, indicative of possible carry-over effects as previous 

studies point to the influence of hormonal state during the initial contact with social material 

on subsequent processing (Wallen and Rupp, 2010)..

Therefore, the eye movements and pupil dilation markers of healthy participants were 

investigated in response to the repeated presentation of social as compared to non-social 

stimuli after administration of intranasal OT or placebo (PL). The goal of this randomized 

placebo-controlled, double-blind, within-subject crossover study was to examine the impact 

of OT on stimulus-specific fixations and pupil diameter in men and women. The repeated 

stimulus presentation allowed for the analysis of carry-over effects and habituation 

processes.

Methods

Participants

In a repeated-measures design, eighty-four healthy heterosexual men and women 

participated in the study at two time points. N = 2 participants had to be excluded because of 

extremely short viewing durations (2 SD below the mean, N = 1), or eye tracker artifacts (N 

= 1). Data of 82 female (N = 41) and male (N = 41) adults aged 21 to 42 years (M ± SD: 

25.93 ± 5.06) entered the final analysis (c.f. figure 1b). N = 3 participants missed the 2nd 

assessment, but were included into the analyses with missing values. N = 29 reported being 

in a romantic relationship currently, none had children of their own.

Prior to the experimental sessions a telephone screening was conducted to ensure none of the 

following exclusion criteria were met: Chronic physical or mental illness, regular smoking 

and alcohol consumption, medication intake (which included the intake of hormonal 

contraceptives), BMI above 25 or below 18, or drug abuse. For women, irregular menstrual 

cycle, hormonal contraception, pregnancy or breastfeeding served as exclusion criteria. All 

participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All women were naturally cycling 

and scheduled balanced for cycle phase (50% were invited for the first session during the 

midluteal cycle phase and 50% during follicular phase according to self-report).
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Participants were recruited via university advertisements and received either a financial 

incentive or study credits. All participants provided written informed consent before 

completing two experimental sessions separated by 10 to 18 days. Participants were 

randomly and double-blindly assigned to receiving OT in the first session and PL in the 

second session, or vice versa. In the first session OT was applied to 50% (N = 21 women, N 

= 20 men) of the participants and PL to the other 50% (N = 20 women, N = 21 men). The 

study was approved by the local and cantonal ethics committee as well as Swissmedic, was 

performed in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki and monitored from the Clinical 

Trials Unit (CTU), Zurich University.

Procedure, Task, and Apparatus

The study was conducted in two identically structured experimental sessions on separate 

days, approximately 14 days apart, and took place between 3 and 9 pm (figure 1a). Prior to 

the investigation, participants received information about the experimental sessions along 

with instructions to abstain from smoking, caffeine, medication and alcohol or excessive 

sports on the days of the investigation. At the beginning of each appointment detailed 

information about the procedures and confidentiality was given and written consent was 

obtained. A multilevel drug screening (M-3–1-DT, Diagnostik Nord, Schwerin, Germany), 

and for women additionally, a pregnancy test was done (Evial, Inopharm, Muri/Bern, 

Switzerland). Participants gave a saliva sample for the assessment of gonadal hormones. 

Subsequently the participants self-administered either 24 international units (IU) of 

intranasal OT (Syntocinon Spray, Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) or PL (containing identical 

ingredients except for the peptide; Cantonal Pharmacy of Zurich) in three puffs per nostril. 

The trials then started 45 minutes after substance administration, with the actual eye tracking 

part of the investigation taking about 30 minutes. Procedures at first and second trial were 

identical, with exception of the order of the stimuli-presentation within the blocks.

Eye Tracking Session and Stimulus Material

The stimulus material consisted of 100 color photographs, made up of 69 social stimuli and 

31 socially neutral stimuli (landscapes) that were selected after piloting. The social stimuli 

depicted interpersonal interactions: 16 parent-child interactions (8 mother-child/ 8 father-

child), non-erotic adult attachment (17 images), adult erotic interaction (18 images), and 

adult sexual interaction (18 images). The following areas of interest (AOIs) were determined 

in all stimuli categories: face, eye and body of woman, man or child. For the erotic and sex 

stimuli breast and genital area were added as AOIs. Background served as non-social AOI 

(see example pictures in figure 2).

The assessment took place in a quiet room with standardized light exposure. (See 

supplemental material for details.)

Statistical Analysis

As parameters of interest, we chose pupil diameter during stimulus presentation and 

fixations count towards specific areas of interest (AOIs), such as eyes, faces and body.
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To reduce complexity of the data, we formed categories to integrate multiple pictures: 

Sexual and erotic pictures were statistically modeled as one sexual category. Adult and 

parent-child dyads were modeled as one bonding category.

In order to analyze the correspondence of repeated measures of pupil dilation and fixation 

count over the time course, we used multilevel linear modeling (also termed hierarchical or 

mixed modeling) with the statistical software R (Version 3.3.1 https://CRAN.R-project.org/) 

with the packages nlme (Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, & Sarkar, 2014) for multilevel modeling 

and MuMin for assessing pseudo-R-squared (Bartoń, 2013). We tested for models in which 

the slopes and intercepts for individual participants were set at random. AOI/category, 

treatment and time of assessment (first or second session) were chosen as predictors while 

including age and gender as covariates in the analyses. Background AOI and neutral 

category were used as reference categories (also called baseline category), i.e. all parameters 

were calculated in reference to the neutral category (landscapes, pupil dilation) or 

background AOI (fixation count).

Results

Pupil Dilation

Descriptive Statistics—Mean pupil dilations differed between categories, treatments and 

time of assessment (1st or 2nd session), with largest pupils to sex > erotic > attachment > 

parent-child > neutral, overall 1st session > 2nd session, and OT > PL (supplementary table 

S1 and figure 3). There was no difference between men and women in pupil dilation to the 

different categories.

Statistical Modeling—Addressing the nested structure of the data, we performed 

multilevel modeling with repeated data entries nested within participants. In the intercept 

only model, pupil dilation was predicted by subject with an intra-class correlation (ICC) of r 

= .56.

We first examined whether category and time of assessment (session 1 or 2) were associated 

with pupil dilation (Model 1). This and all following models used the neutral condition as 

the reference category, allowed random intercepts and slopes per subject, and used stimulus 

duration, age and gender as covariates.

We then specified the following conditional model (Model 2): Pupil dilation was modeled as 

a function of treatment (OT or PL), time of assessment (session 1 or 2) and category (fixed 

effects). This model showed superior model fit (pseudo R2 = .74) and displayed significant 

fixed main effects for categories, treatment, stimulus duration and significant interactions of 

the categories * time of assessment, a significant interaction treatment * time of assessment 

(β = - 0.28, p = .03), yet no significant 3-way interactions or sex-differences (c.f. table 1 for 

all coefficients and figure 4 for the predicted values). The significant interaction indicates an 

increased pupil diameter at the first session under OT, followed by a stronger decline 

towards the second session for all categories. For PL in the first session, no such decline 

became evident.
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Fixation Count

Descriptive Statistics—Mean fixation time and fixation count were highly correlated (r 

= .86), so fixation count as a validated measure from eye tracking research was chosen as the 

outcome to interpret focus on the pre-defined AOIs.

Mean fixation count differed between AOIs and time of assessment (1st or 2nd session), with 

more fixations to child’s face > adult’s face > background > child’s eyes > genitals > adult’s 

body > adult’s eyes > child’s body, and overall 1st session > 2nd session (c.f. supplemental 

table S2 and figure 5). Men and women differed in their focus on the AOIs which suggests 

stronger interest in the AOIs of the displayed opposite sex person rather than the same-sex 

person.

Statistical Modeling—Addressing the nested structure of the data, we performed 

multilevel modeling with repeated data entries nested within participants. In the intercept-

only model, fixation count was predicted by subject with an intra-class correlation (ICC) of r 

= .10.

We first examined whether AOI and time of assessment (session 1 or 2) were associated with 

fixation time (Model 1). This and all following models used the background AOI as 

reference category, i.e. all AOIs were contrasted to the background, allowed random 

intercepts and slopes per subject, and were controlled for age and gender.

We then specified the following conditional model (Model 2): Fixation time was modeled as 

a function of treatment (OT or PL), time of assessment (session 1 or 2), and AOI as fixed 

effects. This model showed superior model fit (pseudo R2 = .246) and displayed significant 

fixed main effects for AOIs and significant interactions of the AOI* time of assessment, AOI 

* treatment and significant 3-way interactions for AOI (adult’s eyes, child’s eyes, adult’s 

body) * treatment * time of assessment (cf. table 2 for all coefficients and figure 6 for the 

predicted values). The significant 3way- interactions indicate more fixations at the first 

session with OT-modulated slopes towards the 2nd session, different for some of the AOIs. 

There was no significant effect of sex, indicative of no difference between men and women.

Discussion

The goal of this study was to systematically model the differential effect of intranasal OT 

administration on basic social cognition processes in different contexts. Using a rigorous 

randomized placebo-controlled, double-blind, within-subject crossover design in men and 

women, we were able to analyze drug effects in combination with intra-individual carry-over 

effects.

To summarize, our results indicate that OT increased arousal towards and focus on stimuli of 

all categories. This effect was particularly strong during the first presentation of the stimulus 

material and was not apparent when the stimuli were presented for the second time (see 

explanation of the carry-over effects below).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study using OT to influence the interest in 

parent-child bonding, pair bonding as well as sexual material. The results on the bonding 
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material are in line with the beneficial effects of OT on social cognition processes and 

affiliation behavior in animals and humans (Hurlemann and Scheele, 2016; Lim and Young, 

2006) though. With eye tracking, as a well-established non-invasive method to investigate 

cognition processes, salience and arousal (Itier and Batty, 2009; Nummenmaa and Calder, 

2009), we found an increased arousal to and processing of novel social and non-social 

stimuli under OT in both men and women.

Pupil Dilation

Specifically, OT increased pupil dilation to all stimuli during their initial exposition. The 

overall enlargement in pupil dilation with increased sexual content of the stimulus material 

suggests augmented attentional focus (Alnaes, et al., 2014) and, assumingly, noradrenergic 

activation from the locus coeruleus (Murphy, et al., 2014) towards these stimuli. These 

overall results, thus, validate pupil dilation as a marker of central nervous arousal (Zekveld, 

et al., 2014).

Furthermore, the OT-induced general increase in pupil dilation is in line with previous 

studies on OT and face-processing (Leknes, et al., 2012; Prehn, et al., 2013), which showed 

stronger pupil dilation towards different categories of social stimuli after OT intake as well.

The interaction of stimulus type with OT and 1st vs. 2nd presentation can indicate an 

intensified processing or a salience effect with the social stimuli, while this interest seemed 

decreased during the subsequent PL session. OT has been discussed before as facilitator of 

salience but also social approach (Kemp and Guastella, 2010). In this context, the carry-over 

effect from the first to the second session might also be interpreted as a reduced effort 

necessary for recognition of the stimuli at the second presentation or marker of social 

adaptation, as proposed by Ma, Shamay-Tsoory, Han, & Zink (2016).

Areas of Interest (AOIs)

Previous research has shown that OT increased the focus on the eyes and the mouth in 

pictures and videos of faces. Some studies report increased eye-gaze to socially relevant 

stimuli in comparison to non-social stimuli (e.g. pictures of houses): In healthy volunteers 

and autism spectrum patients, OT facilitated the focus to eye and face regions (Andari, et al., 

2010; Auyeung, et al., 2015; Guastella, et al., 2008). Specific effects of OT on the focus 

towards negative affective pictures have been reported (Guastella, et al., 2009), as well as an 

increased focus on both positive and neutral affective video sequences (Domes, Steiner, et 

al., 2013; Guastella, et al., 2009). In this study, we assumed that OT would affect the focus 

on the eyes, the mouth and areas of physical contact. This is supported by the clearly overall 

more fixations on these areas (and also the other areas) under OT in the first session. 

Moreover, the within-subject analyses suggest that in a time * OT interaction, slopes differed 

for some of the AOIs between the first and the second session. For instance for eyes and 

adult bodies, while OT increased the eye focus at the first session, it decreased the fixations 

in the subsequent PL session.
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Stimulus Categories

Overall, the results support an effect of OT on arousal towards and the focus on complex 

social stimuli and interaction sequences. Results thereby extend our knowledge on the 

involvement of OT in social cognition processes to naturalistic sequences and beyond the 

eyes and faces as previously shown (Domes, Steiner, et al., 2013).

Notably, we did not observe differential effects of OT application on focus to bonding vs. 

sexual stimuli or differences between reactions to parent-child dyads in comparison to 

(erotic) adult dyads. Instead, OT increased pupil dilation in the present study in response to 

all kinds of new stimuli and focus towards all AOIs, and on a descriptive level, also on the 

background. These results might be interpreted in the light of research on endogenous OT 

activation and the context when endogenous OT is released:

Animal research has shown that endogenous OT within specific brain areas and into the 

periphery is released both during sexual arousal and social contact (Blaicher et al., 1999; de 

Jong et al., 2015; Veenema and Neumann, 2008). In humans, no in vivo data are available on 

central nervous system OT mechanisms, however, during sex, birth, and lactation increased 

OT has been found in the periphery (de Jong, et al., 2015; White-Traut et al., 2009). 

Previous research suggests that intranasal administration of the neuropeptide might to some 

extend mimic endogenous OT mechanisms. Based on this, we could assume that in a 

specific social context, OT might indeed increase overall alertness towards the situation 

however it might be the context that defines OT’s specific pro-social effects which have been 

reported in the past. This is in line with the heterogeneous findings in OT research reporting 

either global OT-effects or specific effects depending on the task (e.g. emotion recognition in 

faces, (Domes, Sibold, et al., 2013; Lischke, et al., 2012).

The present data do not support specific differences between types of human social 

relationships with regard to OT effects. While in monogamous animals, mating, 

reproduction and bonding are intertwined, humans engage in sexual activities without 

explicitly wishing to reproduce. In fact, a large part of pharmaceutical industry is focused on 

helping humans to prevent reproduction.

Although certainly influenced by (subtle) signals on reproductive health, such as age, 

physiognomy, or fitness (Symons, 1995; Wallen, 1995) heterosexual sexual interaction is 

frequently driven by the interest in sex without founding a family. In comparison, animals 

most likely do not actively decide to prevent reproduction; therefore humans and voles are 

hardly comparable in this context (Freeman and Young, 2016; Young, 2015). While a large 

body of human research indicates that OT plays a substantial role in parent-child bonding 

(Gordon, Zagoory-Sharon, Leckman, & Feldman, 2010; Weisman, et al., 2012), there is no 

data available about OT’s role in the wish for an own child or for interest in reproduction. 

Therefore, our data cannot answer the question whether OT facilitates both the interest in 

sexual activities and the willingness to reproduce. However, the present data clearly support 

theories on the shared underlying neuroendocrine mechanisms of parent-infant and adult 

attachment bonds (Carter, 1998; de Boer, et al., 2012; Feldman, et al., 2016). We could 

follow that learning processes throughout individual development establish a network of 

reward-relevant activation patterns in the CNS, which are driven by OT and other 
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neuromodulators and that these pattern could be adapted and stabilized through adult 

attachment interactions (Feldman, 2017).

Effect of Substance Order and Carry-over Effects

It is worth discussing that in previous studies, effects of OT were exclusively tested when 

administered during the initial test session, when the stimuli were novel. Our design, 

however, allowed for possible within-subject and carry-over effects. Results show that pupil 

dilation was larger when OT was given first than when it was given subsequently. 

Furthermore, eye fixation on the pre-defined AOIs was increased when OT was given at the 

first stimulus presentation in comparison to PL and to subsequent stimulus presentation 

about two weeks later.

One possible explanation could be habituation. However, the PL data show that pupil 

diameter is even smaller when PL is given firstly than when PL is given second (see 

supplementary table S1), which would argue against overall habituation. Instead, as the 

second PL session was preceded by OT, a carry-over from the first OT session might explain 

the larger pupil dilation during the second test session. In contrast, a clear within-subject 

difference in pupil dilation occurs when OT is given first. When OT is given second, there is 

no difference between OT and PL.

In previous studies, an association between endogenous OT and prosocial cognition has been 

shown to be particularly pronounced in novel stimuli (Tops et al., 2013) and especially 

during the beginning of social relationships (Feldman, 2012). Furthermore, using repeated-

measures paradigms, it has been shown before, that the hormonal state during first exposure 

influences subsequent interest in sexual stimuli (Wallen and Rupp, 2010) and the focus on 

male faces (Ditzen, et al., 2017). We here find that OT increases arousal towards and focus 

on attachment and sex related pictures when administered at the first contact with these 

pictures - but not during the second presentation of the stimulus material. These results 

support published research on the effects of one-time single dose OT administration. 

However, it remains to be investigated whether OT effects with repeated stimulus 

presentation a) make the processing of social stimuli in general more effective (Ma, et al., 

2016), b) decrease interest in social stimuli, or c) just fade over time. Each adaptive process 

would then be associated with dynamic changes in the CNS OT receptor system as, indeed, 

is suggested by region-specific brain research in rodent populations (Ross et al., 2009). Such 

dynamics are of particular relevance when OT is considered a possible long-term treatment 

in socially impaired individuals.

Limitations

Intranasal OT has been shown to reach the central nervous system (Striepens et al., 2013), 

however, from nasal spray administration we cannot tell where exactly the supposed brain 

region specific effects take place. So far, no PET or SPECT tracer suitable for the human OT 

system has been identified (Freeman, Inoue, Smith, Goodman, & Young, 2014), which 

limits the region - or allows even cell type-specific analysis of OT - in the living human 

brain. Future fMRI research with combined eye tracking might allow for interpretation of 

specific network-activation to OT in the brain.
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In the present study, OT explains less variance than other factors, such as stimulus category. 

This is in line with other studies reporting only small to medium effects of intranasal OT 

(Bakermans-Kranenburg and Van Ijzendoorn, 2013; Walum, Waldman, & Young, 2016) and 

underlines the context-specific mechanisms of OT. Therefore, our results should be 

interpreted with caution given the small effect sizes and small to moderate effects (Walum, 

et al., 2016). Considering this, it is particularly interesting that responses did not 

systematically differ between the different social categories. In this study, no systematic and 

modulating effect of menstrual cycle phase or sex-hormones was found. Although menstrual 

cycle phase was controlled for and only naturally cycling women were included in this 

study, the number of women in each cell was small, so that possible small effects might not 

have been detected. This is due to inconsistencies in self-report and endocrine markers in 

some of the female participants, which made it difficult to correctly assign their menstrual 

cycle phase at each measure.

Another relevant moderator, the relationship status (Scheele, et al., 2012), did not show any 

significant results in additional explorative analyses, which might as well be due to a lack of 

power in the small subgroup of pair-bonded individuals (N = 29).

Further characteristics of our sample limit the generalizability of our data: Our participants 

were heterosexual, had no children of their own and the women were all natural cycling. 

Given reports on the influential role of sexual orientation, parenthood and hormonal 

contraception (Scheele, Plota, Stoffel-Wagner, Maier, & Hurlemann, 2015; Thienel et al., 

2014; Weisman, et al., 2012), we cannot extrapolate our findings to homosexuals, parents or 

women using hormonal contraception.

Taken together, our study provides substantial evidence to the modulating role of OT in 

social cognition processes related to both bonding and sexual reproduction. However these 

effects appear not specific to social in comparison to non-social cues but rather indicate an 

overall arousal following OT administration. Notably, the effects of OT seem limited to 

novel stimuli, which might indicate that OT facilitates effective processing and adaptation 

towards social stimuli in the long run. These results might help explain why initial clinical 

trials using OT as a therapeutic agent to increase sexual behavior and satisfaction have 

revealed mixed results only (Behnia, et al., 2014; Muin et al., 2015).

On a basic level, our results underscore the importance of OT in interaction with the given 

context, when specific effects on social behavior and social bonding are assessed. Above 

this, our data suggest long-lasting effects which are of particular importance for repeated 

exposures and need to be taken in account for treatment concepts to improve social 

functioning.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. a) Experimental Procedure and (b) Randomized Cross-Over Design
Participants performed two identically structured sessions approximately 14 days apart. 

They received either OT in the 1st session and PL in the 2nd session or vice versa in a 

double-blind manner before being presented blocks of bonding, neutral and sexual pictures.

Abbreviations: OT, Oxytocin, PL, Placebo
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Figure 2. Example Stimuli and AOIs $$PARABREAKHERE$$a) + b) Category Attachment, c) 
Category Erotic, d) Category Mother-Child, d) Category Father-Child, f) Category Sex
(GF = Woman’s Face, AF = Woman’s Eyes, KF = Woman’s Body, GM = Man’s Face, AM 

= Man’s Eyes, KM = Man’s Body, GK = Child’s Face, AK = Child’s Eyes)
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Figure 3. Descriptive Values Pupil Dilation
OT application at the 1st experimental session lead to enhanced pupil dilation in the first 

session; OT, Oxytocin, PL, Placebo; Error Bars indicate Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)
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Figure 4. Predicted Values Pupil Dilation
Multilevel analysis resulted in significant 2-way-interaction of treatment and time of 

assessment; neutral served as reference category; OT, Oxytocin, PL, Placebo; Error Bars 

indicate Standard Error of the Mean (SEM)
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Figure 5. Descriptive Values Fixation Count
OT application at the 1st experimental session lead to enhanced fixation of (a) eye regions 

and (b) body regions OT, Oxytocin, PL, Placebo; Error Bars indicate Standard Error of the 

Mean (SEM)
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Figure 6. Predicted Values Fixation Count
Multilevel analysis resulted in significant 3-way-interaction of treatment, time of assessment 

and AOI for the AOIs adult’s eyes, child’s eyes, adult’s body; background served as 

reference category; OT, Oxytocin, PL, Placebo; Error Bars indicate Standard Error of the 

Mean (SEM)
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Table 1.

Multilevel Models Predicting Pupil Dilation from Category, Time of Assessment and Treatment

Model 1
Category * Time

Model 2
Category * Time * Treatment

Coefficients (± SD) Coefficients (± SD)

Random effects

Intercept .43 .41

Assessment .18 (−.17) .17 (−.18)

Treatment .08 (−.32)

Coefficients (± SEM) t-value (df) Coefficients (± SEM) t-value (df)

Fixed effects

Intercept 4.53 (.24) 18.53 (15635) ** 4.43 (.24) 18.63 (15629)**

Category Bonding .27 (.01) 41.76 (15635)** .29 (.01) 32.27 (15629)**

Category Sexual .45 (.01) 68.28 (15635)** .46 (.01) 51.25 (15629)**

Treatment .06 (.03) 2.12 (15629)*

Assessment −.04 (.02) −2.36 (15635)* .10 (.07) 1.47 (15629)

Stimulus Duration .00 (.00) 23.66 (15635)** .00 (00) 23.62 (15629)**

Gender −.03 (.09) −.28 (82) −.01 (.09) −.06 (82)

Age −.02 (.01) −2.36 (82)* −.02 (.01) −2.18 (82)*

Category Bonding * Assessment −.06 (.01) −6.33 (15635)** −.05 (.01) −4.02 (15629)**

Category Sexual * Assessment −.68(.01) −7.74 (15635)** −.07 (.01) −5.85 (15629)**

Category Bonding * Treatment −.04 (.01) −3.22 (15629)**

Category Sexual * Treatment −.03 (.01) −2.57 (15629)**

Treatment * Assessment −.28 (.13) −2.17 (15629)*

Category Bonding * Treatment * Assessment −.01 (.02) −.70 (15629)

Category Sexual * Treatment * Assessment .01 (.02) 0.53 (15629)

Model fit AIC 9,035 9,031

Pseudo R-squared .733 .734

*
p < .05;

**
p < .01.

All estimates calculated by full maximum likelihood. Parameter estimates were calculated with category neutral serving as reference for the other 
categories; for assessment, 1st session serves as reference; for treatment, placebo serves as reference and for gender, female serves as reference.
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Table 2.

Multilevel Models Predicting Fixation Count from AOI, Time of Assessment and Treatment

Model 1
AOI * Time

Model 2
AOI * Time * Treatment

Coefficients (± SD) Coefficients (± SD)

Random effects

Intercept .95 .77

Assessment .73 (−.34) .50 (.19)

Treatment .58 (−.56)

Coefficients (± SEM) t-value (df) Coefficients (± SEM) t-value (df)

Fixed effects

Intercept 3.49 (.50) 6.68 (86083)** 3.03 (.48) 6.31 (86067)**

AOI Adult’s Eyes −1.35 (.04) −33.13 (86083)** −1.15 (.06) −20.37 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Eyes −.24 (.08) −3.11 (86083)** −.06 (.10) −.54 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Face 1.38 (.04) 33.52 (86083)** 1.55 (.06) 27.37 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Face 2.13 (.08) 27.49 (86083) ** 2.283 (.11) 21.55 (86067)**

AOI Adult’s Body −.57 (.04) −14.44 (86083) ** −.35 (.05) 6.40 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Body −1.28 (.08) −16.57 (86083) −1.13 (.11) −10.68(86067)**

AOI Adult’s Genitals −.47 (.06) −8.21 (86083) ** −.27 (.08) −3.49 (86067)**

Treatment .57 (.22) 2.60 (86067)

Assessment −.50 (.09) −5.24 (86083) ** −.13 (.21) −.61 (86067)

Gender .28 (.20) 1.42 (83) −.03 (.02) −.61 (83)

Age −.03 (.02) −1.22 (83) −5 (4) −1.19 (83)

AOI Adult’s Eyes * Assessment .19 (.06) 3.21 (86083)** −.08 (.08) −1. (86067)

AOI Child’s Eyes * Assessment −.08 (.10) −.72 (86083) −.34 (.15) −2.24 (86067)*

AOI Adult’s Face* Assessment −.26 (.06) −4.04 (86083)** −.35 (.08) −4.423 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Face * Assessment −.28 (.11) −2.56 (86083)** −.21 (.15) −1.37 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Body * Assessment .07 (.06) 1.20 (86083) −.12 (.08) −1.55 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Body * Assessment −.06 (.11) .53 (86083) −.11 (.16) −.69 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Genitals * Assessment −.07 (.08) .87(86083) −.02 (.11) −.17 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Eyes * Treatment −.42 (.08) −5.16 (86067)

AOI Child’s Eyes * Treatment −.38 (.15) −2.47 (86067)*

AOI Adult’s Face* Treatment −.37 (.08) −4.45 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Face * Treatment −.31 (.16) −2.00 (86067)*

AOI Adult’s Body * Treatment −.46 (.08) −5.85 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Body * Treatment −.30 (.16) −1.94 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Genitals * Treatment −.41 (.11) −3.59 (86067)**
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Model 1
AOI * Time

Model 2
AOI * Time * Treatment

Coefficients (± SD) Coefficients (± SD)

Treatment * Assessment −.75 (.40) −1.87 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Eyes * Treatment * Assessment .55 (.11) 4.76 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Eyes * Treatment * Assessment .53 (.21) 2.47 (86067)*

AOI Adult’s Face* Treatment * Assessment .20 (.12) 1.69 (86067)

AOI Child’s Face * Treatment * Assessment −.11 (.22) −.48 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Body * Treatment * Assessment .41 (.11) 3.59 (86067)**

AOI Child’s Body * Treatment * Assessment .34 (.22) 1.55 (86067)

AOI Adult’s Genitals * Treatment * Assessment .21 (.16) 1.29 (86067)

Model fit AIC 399915 399878

Pseudo R-squared .245 .246

*
p < .05;

**
p < .01.

All estimates calculated by full maximum likelihood. Parameter estimates were calculated with background serving as reference for AOIs; for 
assessment, 1st session serves as reference; for treatment, placebo serves as reference and for gender, female serves as reference.
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